**LINK TESTER**

The LT-RJ2 tests and verifies cables continuity, open, short, reversal and missing wires. Types of cables include UTP, STP, Coaxial and modular cable types via adapters which are included.

**MODEL CODE**

LT-RJ2

**TYPE**

Transmitter & Receiver

---

**TONE GENERATOR**

- Two position switch for single or multi-tone signal
- LEDs for line polarity, continuity and voltage
- Testing leads and modular cable for individual wire tests or modular jack tests
- Plastic and metal tips included
- Trace or identify wire or cables in a bundle or group

**MODEL CODE**

CT-TONE

**TYPE**

Transmitter & Receiver

---

**FIBRE TESTER**

This high quality optical fibre checker incorporates the latest technology in red laser optics and microelectronics. Use this tool to check any connector with 2.5mm diameter ferrule.

- Wavelength: 630-680nm
- Output Power: <5mW
- Class IIIa Laser Product

**MODEL CODE**

CT-FIBRE